DARTMOUTH STUDENTS VISIT OTHER INSTITUTIONS

President Ernest Martin Hopkins, of Dartmouth, took a party of ten new boys by which he hopes to improve Dartmouth's relations with other educational institutions. In his sending twelve years ago, fifteen to fifteen new boys, followed and all other boys by the same institutions, in eleven colleges to study in Dartmouth, thirty to forty, and in still other political, literary or social organisations.

That Monday, Princeton, Cornell and Harvard were in turn to be visited. This is the purpose of the trip.

President Hopkins is known to favor educationally productive and productive associations. Open-mindedness, the ability to get along in society, and a spirit of cooperation are, according to him, the three great qualities that go into the making of a good man and the greatest need of the hour.

FIVE MINOR SPORTS ABANDONED BY COLUMBUS

Lack of interest Chief Cause for Aban-
donment of Hockey, Peg Polo, Cricket, Rifle Team and Gun Club

AWARD VARSITY TRACK LETTERS

At a meeting held yesterday afternoon, the Confederate Athletic Association voted to award varsity letters for successful track performance. Among those receiving the award were listed five of the University's thirteen trackmen for the season of 1919-1920.

The A.A. Athletic Association holds in high esteem the spirit of good sportsmanship and fair play, which is exemplified in the track team. The spirit of good sportsmanship is a feature of the team, and its members are especially proud of their record in track.

Memorial Handicaps Attract Many Entries

Almost a large list of entries have been received for the Memorial Spring Hurdle Track and Field Meet, to be held on Franklin Field on Tuesday afternoon. The meet is scheduled to begin promptly at 4 o'clock.

Three memorial trophies are to be awarded to the winners. They are

1. The Lieutenant General A. B. Brown Trophy, which will be awarded to the winner of the 100-yard dash and which will be presented by the Lieutenant General A. B. Brown.

2. The Lieutenant General A. B. Brown Trophy, which will be awarded to the winner of the 80-yard dash and which will be presented by the Lieutenant General A. B. Brown.

3. The Lieutenant General A. B. Brown Trophy, which will be awarded to the winner of the 40-yard dash and which will be presented by the Lieutenant General A. B. Brown.

The memorial trophies will be awarded to the winners of the 100-yard dash, 80-yard dash and 40-yard dash respectively. The trophies will be presented by the Lieutenant General A. B. Brown at the award ceremony.

In addition to the events listed above, the following events are scheduled: 120-yard hurdles, 100-yard hurdles and 100-yard hurdles, and 100-yard hurdles will be run on account of two

SOCkER TeAn MACES INDUSTRIAL ELEVEn

As the third game of the New Year, Industrial Eleven will encounter the fencers from the New York Athletic Club. The meet will be held on Saturday afternoon at 4 o'clock at the Armory.

On account of the New Year, Industrial Eleven will encounter the fencers from the New York Athletic Club. The meet will be held on Saturday afternoon at 4 o'clock at the Armory.

The match will consist of two games of nine minutes each. The match will be played on account of two

Conversation Department of the Christian Association, will address the conference on social service. After this session, the delegates will return to their college, after which the conference will be continued with an in

Boland and Olds Win FROM FOX TROT AWARD

The 1921 season's trophy and its ceremonial award will be given on March 3, 1921, at the Annual Dinner of the Exchange Club of Pittsburgh. The trophy will be given to the winner of the 1921 season's championship trophy.

The occasion, it is expected, will be a gala one, with the presence of many of the stars of the season.

COUNCIL ON ATHLETICS BANS MEN FROM COLLEGE ENTRANCE TO PENNSYLVANIA

STATE'S RIDER STARS TRAIN FOR RELAYS DURING VACATION

Penn State track men will remain on campus over the winter vacation period in order to get in good condition for the Penn State Relays to be held on March 15. The men have been placed in a barracks in the athletic field, and they have been able to be of the very best outdoor

Prominent Philadelphian's Will Deliver First Address of Spring Semester

Jordan R. Hart, Jr., chaplain in charge of the A. A. Student Body, said that the ceremony will be given to the present

Major Archie C. D. Boileau, prominent local in the military, athletic and religious life of Philadelphia, will be the principal speaker at the regular Sunday service in the Church of the Transfiguration tomorrow evening at 11 p.m.

The coaches have been instructed to bring the season's trophy to Philadelphia, where it will be presented to the winner of the 1921 season's championship trophy.

The occasion, it is expected, will be a gala one, with the presence of many of the stars of the season.

The ceremony will be given to the present
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TO DINE and To Dance

Philadelphia is more attractive than the Maze.

Dining Room of the Hotel Pennsylvania... There you may dine and dance in the most beautiful Place in Philadelphia to the Music of the Hotel Pennsylvania Orchestra every evening from six to eight thirty.

There is no cover charge and you may select your dinner from two club dinners; one at a dollar and a half and one at two dollars; or from an unlimited carte menu.

HOTEL PENNSYLVANIA PHILADELPHIA

For Reservations phone Byron 114.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

All communications relative to classified advertisements should be sent to the Third Floor, Business Department, The Pennsylvania.
Cornell Runners Draw
Three Pole Positions

Cambridge Teams Start From 11th Position in Both Two Mile and Sprint Medley Relay Races

Positions in Relays Announced

Cornell's upsurge of track stars from Bhaas, N. Y., who always offer stiff opposition for championship laurels in the Pennsylvania Relay Carnival, drew the jocks in this week, their miles and against mailing points. When the last relay was contested Thursday by relay officials, Possession of these coveted positions will give Jack Mullin's Bhaas a decided edge on the rest of the field on the 20th and 22nd, and as a result Cornell with his daring jump pursuit.

The foreign menace constituted in the strong team of Western being sent here by Cambridge University was discounted in this week's development, although the spriters from the hole had drawn sum 12 miles in the two-mile and sprint relay events. Only the two events in which the British contingent will appear. The Cambridge team, which always has performed to brilliant fashion at the Relays, will have to do some exceptionally fast stepping this way to neutralize their unfavourable position in the two-mile event and the sprint event. It was intimated recently by officials that Cornell would be assigned to the latter event because of the unexpectedly heavy entry list. This would place the British teams in a more advantageous position to push the American college teams in the 14-mile for premier honors. Other teams to look for in the broad 11th relay were Penn State, in the one-mile miles relay. Harrow, in the 1,000 Barrier, Georgetown, in the 110-meter relay and Wisconsin University in the distance medley. Pennsylvania drew its first entry list in the half-mile college relay event. The drawing for positions by Relay of officials resulted in the following:

Quarter-mile college relay championship of America: 1, Columbia, 2, Cornell, 3, Georgetown, 4, Occidental, 5, Chicago, 6, Pennsylvania, 7, Johns Hopkins, 8, Ohio State, 9, Princeton, 10, Penn State, and 11, Ohio State.

Half-mile college relay championship of America: 1, Pennsylvania, 2, Ohio State, 3, Chicago, 4, Princeton, 5, Michigan, 6, Dartmouth, 7, Tulane, 8, Georgetown, 9, Colgate, 10, Wyoming, 11, Harvard, 12, Yale, 13, Virginia, 14, Ohio State, 15, Cornell, 16, Michigan, and 17, Ohio State.


Limited Enrollment For Harvard School

182 Colleges Reconstituted in Graduate School of Business Administration

Announcement has been made by the Harvard Graduate School of Business Administration that the faculty has voted to limit the enrollment of the school. As there are 182 colleges at present represented in the school, this ruling is of much importance to the college world. Applications for admission for the school year of 1925-26, which opens in October 22, 1924, will be considered by priority of ranking, provided the stated state rules required have been satisfied. College graduates who are contemplating entering the school next fall are urged by the Students' Publicity Committee of the Business School Club, to write immediately for application, instead of waiting until the end of the present academic term as previously practiced.

An organization of students, the Har viv Business school club, 16 Quincy street, Cambridge, is taking active steps to send up notices for information, so that late applicants may not be disappointed. Inquiries addressed to them will receive their cordial attention.

Arthur Laws
caterer
236 South 46th Street
For All Occasions

K & D
Restaurant
Opposite Dorms
3763 Spruce Street
Phone Sis 828

The Cost

Figured in months of wear, our custom clothes are really cheaper than ready made. Their first cost is slightly higher but the superior fit, finer materials, hand tailoring and the impression you make are all to your advantage in the final outlay. Try this season and you will be more than satisfied.

PYLE and INNES
Leading College Tailors
115 WALNUT STREET

Yellow Lantern Cafeteria
3443 WALNUT STREET
Breakfast 7 to 9
Luncheon 11.30 to 2
Dinner 5 to 7
Sunday 4 to 7.30

Before I used Ouseu my hair stood up straight.
Now it's down.

Tidy hair on all occasions, whether in the class room, dance and social functions, or indulging in outdoor recreation, in fact for every day use, there is no better preparation on the market than Ouseau for keeping the hair tidy and in position all day. A little rubbed into the scalp two or three times a week is all that is necessary.

For Rate at—College Pharmacy, Eriu Pharmacy, Zullinger's Drug Store, Press Drug Store, Balfour-Straitford Barber Shop.

ZULLINGER'S DRUG STORE
40th and Spruce Streets
Everything in Drugs
Upto-date Soda Fountain

Announce the Appointment of
RAE MCGRAW
As Campus Representative for
GEUTING'S SHOES FOR MEN
at GOMMY'S, 3653 Woodland Ave.

Every Monday & Tuesday
There is a Permanent Display of Geutings Styles in Gommy's Window—Stop and Look 'Em Over

GEUTING'S SHOES FOR MEN
at GOMMY'S, 3653 Woodland Ave.

Every Monday & Tuesday
There is a Permanent Display of Geutings Styles in Gommy's Window—Stop and Look 'Em Over

Three Geuting Stores—1230 Market—1303 Chestnut—19 South 11th Street

DO YOU READ THE GIRARD LETTER?
If you are interested in Philadelphia's History and in the present day as seen from a national or international viewpoint of the day, you should seriously consider getting the Girard Letter regularly.

This request must be sent by mail on the last day of each month. For subscription, please send $1.00.

GIRARD TRUST COMPANY
Read & Cheyney Block, Philadelphia.

THE FAMOUS SANDWICH MAN

New York University School of Retailing
The School of Retailing trains for executive positions.
Marketing Personnel

Training Teaching Advertising Service

Finance and Control
Merchandise is secured to assure trained men and women in these fields.

Service to Industries

Certificate

1 year M. D. in Retailing
3 years

Illustrated booklet on application. For further information write—Dr. Maurice J. Brod, Director at New York University School of Retailing, 384 Washington Square, New York City.
The Hospital and certain of the Graduate Schools will probably raise the necessary funds. Buildings to be erected in connection with the Institute in a period of a few years.

Senator Fusfeld, in his address to the students at the Library dedication, said:

...The Pennsylvania lists as his literary output his book down. To add another to the list of his books that can be called a revelation to every man who sees a Pennsylvanian, I would like to introduce one of the books that has been published in recent years. It is a book that will be of interest to everyone who reads it, and it will be a pleasure to everyone who reads it. The book is "The Subways and Tunnels of New York City." The author of the book is an engineer, and his book is a fine example of the engineering that is being done in New York City. The book is a revelation to every man who sees it, and it will be a pleasure to everyone who reads it.

The Pennsylvania lists as his literary output his book down. To add another to the list of his books that can be called a revelation to every man who sees a Pennsylvanian, I would like to introduce one of the books that has been published in recent years. It is a book that will be of interest to everyone who reads it, and it will be a pleasure to everyone who reads it. The book is "The Subways and Tunnels of New York City." The author of the book is an engineer, and his book is a fine example of the engineering that is being done in New York City. The book is a revelation to every man who sees it, and it will be a pleasure to everyone who reads it.
A Chance to Talk It Over!

The Christian Service Callings as LIFE WORK

Discussed by Dr. John MacDowell; Dr. H. Phillips

Dr. S. B. Fares; Mrs. E. B. Cronk and Dr. Swift

Take 2:15 Train at West Philadelphia for Haverford College TODAY

Back in City by 9

I'm Invited!
BR. WITMER CONDUCTS PSYCHOLOGY TESTS AT SCHOOLMEN'S CONVENTION

Tells Delegates That Idiots Prodigies

B. Witmer, professor in the psychology department of the University of Pennsylvania, said that exceptionally brilliant children should be kept out of the public schools at least until they are eight or nine years of age.

In conducting an investigation to determine the proportion of children of "superior mentality," conducted a study for the schools using three specially selected children. The oldest of the young men was only eleven, and yet threecred teacher passed the blank test for adults, which Dr. Witmer declared had been "tried on college students and had to be abandoned because of the negligible results."

"Children like those," said Dr. Witmer, "should never go to public school. The only lesson to learn is the art of whitewashing the work. The age of eight is early enough for children such as these to go to school. Then they will be kept busy trying to catch up to other students of their own age. If they must go to school at the age of six, then the school should be one where all the instruction is in foreign languages and where they will have to wear gray trousers around their ankles at French week. It is not necessary to teach each child English. They will learn it anyhow, so why waste time instructing them to be a word that could be taught inferior? Unfortunately, it is advisable to send every product in a public school to maintain their social balance otherwise they will not become good citizens."

A committee of possible tests to determine the capacity of pupils in the secondary schools to certain business activities, in the attention of educators at another round-table conference. Several tests, and with varying degrees, to forecast the adaptability of a student for business and bookkeeping were suggested by various delegates.

Paul Bowers, principal of Grant College, stated that Socialism was that idea upon which the students were started in the study of Social Science. He explained that if a vegetarian is good in English but poor in mathematics, it is an indication that he will make a good vegetarian. Also, Mr. Bowers of the North Philadelphia High School for Girls told the session that the same results were obtained at that institution by giving tests to determine the ability of a student to discriminate between pleasant sounds.

In defending the classics at the conference on Greek and Latin in the afternoon, Morris G. Stillman of Dickinson College, said that the paths of graduation were marked out for the "few high school student" by granting him the privilege of choosing minor sub-related elementary courses. Dr. George Rock, superintendent of Public Instruction, pointed out that the ideal in the present system in this State is the great inequality which exists between contingent districts competing small areas. He de-cried that ill the small areas the tastes were high, but the return was not sufficient to permit the development of the small district schools to the maximum efficiency.

LOST AND FOUND BUREAU

The Lost and Found Bureau in the Director's Office in Houston Club has a number of articles belonging to the following men. The Lost and Found Bureau In the Di-

- Braithwaite, John J.
- Bunch, Samuel
- Carver, Samuel
- Cushing, T. D.
- Cruz, Paul J.
- Dauphine, Jean
- DeWitt, Irvin
- Feeham, Robert
- Feldstein, Harry
- Funchess, Samuel
- Hare, Morton E.
- Hizer, H. D.
- Kudos, Eliza
- Komala, Veronica N.

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP CO.

10 Hanover Square, New York

in planning a journey to South America, no consideration is more important than the vessel that is to be your home for the voyage of several weeks. The luxuries that you have pictured as part of the palatial private yacht are real-

- Bradshaw, J. B.
- Bowden, "Benle."
- Boyer, John J.
- Bowles, H. B.
- Coop, Samuel
- Crump, G. W.
- Crofth, W. R.
- Croll, H.
- Downie, J.
- Doherty, T.
- Feinstein, Samuel
- Frankland, Leonard
- French, Frank
- Fox, Thomas
- Frank, Paul A.
- Frazee, J. C.
- Wadsworth, J. H.
- Wainwright, W. P.
- Weiser, Charles S.
- Weinert, Harrison
- Weiskopf, Joseph A.
- White, William T.
- White, P. T. Harrington
- White, William T.
- White, J.
- Winternitz, T.
- Winters, William
- Winkler
- Ziebell, Otto A.

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP CO.

10 Hanover Square, New York

and Real Estate Clearings.

We Specialize in Title Drawing and Real Estate Clearings.
Your Letter and You

Your letter should reflect your individuality and good taste, because it is your personal representative.

Writing's correspondence papers are made in sizes, styles and colors especially adapted to the College and Fraternity Man.

Be sure you see

WHITING'S POLO CLOTH
WHITING'S ENGLISH VELLUM
WHITING'S WOVEN LINEN
WHITING'S POLO CLOTH
WHITING'S PREMIUM LINEN

At ALL Good Stationers

When you think of Writing... Think of Whiting

The Bulletin Year Book and Citizens’ Manual for 1924 Now on Sale

The Book you have been waiting for


The Bulletin 1924 Year Book and Citizens’ Manual has been compiled by the Editorial Staff of The Evening Bulletin, in response to a demand for a reliable source of information concerning matters of general interest, and as a guide to practically everything that affects the life of Philadelphia and Vicinity.

How many of these questions can you answer?

What is the form of the municipal government of Camden?

How were Scotch bread made; macaroni croquettes and pineapple a favorite dish?

What is the automobile route from Philadelphia to Montreal?

What is the radio symbol for a choke coil?

Where is KFDY radio broadcasting station?

How do you figure Interest and what is a square rod?

What is the etiquette of the American Flag?

When are the Foreign Consuls to be found in Philadelphia?

When is the open season for rabbits in Pennsylvania and New Jersey?

What are the words of “The Star Spangled Banner”?

When did the Shenandoah cruise to St. Louis?

If your newsdealer or neighborhood store is unable to supply your needs for the Bulletin Year Book and Citizens’ Manual, the Editorial Staff of The Evening Bulletin will be happy to furnish you with copies.

How Much Does Your Prejudice Cost You?

When we say that here at the Style Park Factory you can buy for $25 as fine a Sport Coat or 'Ted Gar as you would pay $50 for in any retail store, in your prejudice against something because you don’t like the way it looks is probably the worst of your prejudices and you keep it for no reason at all.

The fact remains we are doing a brisk business. Millions of men are saying the Style Park way.

Come and see

THE BULLETIN

25¢ a copy

20 cents a copy by mail direct.

On Sale at all News-stands and Book Stores

The Book you have been waiting for
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The Bulletin Year Book and Citizens’ Manual for 1924 Now on Sale

How Many of these questions can you answer?

What is the form of the municipal government of Camden?
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What is the automobile route from Philadelphia to Montreal?

What is the radio symbol for a choke coil?
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How do you figure Interest and what is a square rod?

What is the etiquette of the American Flag?

When are the Foreign Consuls to be found in Philadelphia?

When is the open season for rabbits in Pennsylvania and New Jersey?

What are the words of “The Star Spangled Banner”?

When did the Shenandoah cruise to St. Louis?

If your newsdealer or neighborhood store is unable to supply the Book you have been waiting for, The Bulletin Year Book and Citizens’ Manual, the Editorial Staff of The Evening Bulletin will be happy to furnish you with copies.

The Bulletin Year Book and Citizens’ Manual will give you the right answer to these and thousands of other questions.

If you wish to send your order to be mailed, enclose $1.00 for each copy, and send your order by mail, enclosing checks for each copy to be mailed.

The Evening Bulletin

Bulletin Building
City Hall Square
The Greatest Editorial Page in America

No one page published in any other newspaper anywhere offers so much to the thoughtful, intelligent man or woman as the editorial page of the morning Public Ledger.

Its powerful editorials are followed by statesmen at home and abroad and quoted frequently in our own Congress and in the parliaments of foreign countries. They afford food for thought to business and social leaders and educators the country over. No editorials are more often quoted by other publications. They are an actual living influence upon the thought of today.

On this same page appear regularly four other outstanding journalistic features, any one of which would serve alone to distinguish the newspaper in which it appears, although it would be difficult to find four more diverse in character.

The sophisticated humanism of Clinton W. Gilbert's "Daily Mirror of Washington" wherein the great and near-great of the Nation are reflected as mere human beings,—

The sardonic humor and "hard-boiled" common sense of Jay E. House's column, "On Second Thought,"—

The polished reminiscences and comments of George Nox McCain, traveler and man of the world, famous for his reporting of Pennsylvania politics in days gone,—

The charm and elusive spirit of adventure in the unusual news stories of New York life,—

These are masterpieces of writing, worthy of their setting in this remarkable page.

For the average man, the regular reading of this great editorial page means a fund of information and stimulating thought which will broaden his viewpoint and quicken his discernment and judgment of everyday affairs. And it will contribute materially to his personal enjoyment.

Read the Editorial Page Every Day

PUBLIC LEDGER